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Workshop 1:
Phase 1 & 2

Six months applying learning
within your business

Workshop 2:
Phase 3

You will cover:
What sustainability, UN SDGs, social value and planetary boundaries means to risk
management
How to integrate social and environmental risk considerations into tools and
methodologies
The evolution of CSR, ESG, Sustainability & disclosures and how that impacts Risk
Management
How to recognise environmental and social risks
The benefits of Design Thinking techniques and how to apply them
How balancing people, planet and profits can achieve competitive advantage through
risk reduction and value creation.
Setting actions to apply your learning in your business and measuring the impact
Where to find the best resources and networks to continue learning and collaborating

Before the workshop
Getting to know you call:
We carefully curate workshop participants to ensure we have the optimum mix of
people, from different industries, with aligned learning objectives and collaboration
aspirations. To enable this curation process we will have a 20 minute "alignment call".

Optional pre-workshop e-learning modules are included. To get the most from
the workshops we recommend the training, even if it is just a refresher for you.

The Essentials :
UN Sustainable Development Goals
Operating within Planetary Boundaries
What is Social Value? What is Impact?

Optional

The Workshop:
SDG?

Planetary
Boundaries?

Social
value?

Design Thinking

UNDERSTAND

EXPLORE
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Take action

6 months later
Results

Startups

Discuss

Our live case study

UNDERSTAND
Phase One:
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Meet the Cohort

The Essentials

Meet the latest members of your network
from different industries and backgrounds.
Your shared learning objectives enable
collaboration to start immediately and
continue beyond the workshop.

Building on the e-learning modules we
delve deeper into the world of
sustainability - balancing people, planet
and prosperity. We will also look at present
and future disclosure requirements.

Meet the Founder
The foundation of our workshops (and why we're different!) is using a real impact start-up to
apply theory. The founder will pitch their business - Dragons' Den style.
You will then delve into the environmental and social aspects of their business deepening your
knowledge of SDGs, social value and what it means to marry profit and purpose.

Phase Two:

EXPLORE & APPLY
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Impact Risk
Explore what is meant by impact risk, its evolution and the opportunity to use it as a tool to
redress the balance between people, planet and profit. Find out what your peers are doing
within their organisations.

Establishing Context
Theorise how risk management should be considered against the backdrop of planetary and
social boundaries - explore tools and methodologies.
- Hear from experts and the founder about what they need.

- This is where we learn to use design thinking methods - a process for creative problem
solving.

Identification

Action Setting

You have theorised, it is now time to make
your collective ideas tangible.
Working with the founder you will test and
refine those ideas by conducting an
identification exercise.

Armed with the theory and some tested
ideas, we will agree a set of actions to
implement during the 6 month gap
between workshops & share where to find
the best resources to further your learning.

ACT
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Tangible Action - six months supported implementation of learning.
When you return to your business to put learning into practice you will be
supported by the Impact Amplified team and your workshop colleagues via
forums & follow-ups. We become each other's accountability partners.

Phase Three:

MEASURE

Revisit & Measure
After 6 months of working to implement the actions set in workshop 2, we reconvene to
discuss and share our experiences and measure our impact. We also share outputs from
other workshop cohorts - this can be where spinoff collaborations are born!
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